We study waiting time problems for first-order Markov dependent trials via conditional probability generating functions. 
Introduction
Over the past few decades numerous studies have been made concerning waiting time random variables with stopping rules involving frequencies, runs, and patterns (e.g., [1] [2] [3] ). The book [1] provides a thorough overview of many waiting time problems and their applications up to 2001. The book [2] uses the finite Markov chain imbedding technique to deal with certain waiting time problems involving frequency, run, and pattern quotas. The compilation [3] contains papers that use various techniques to deal with waiting time problems and their applications. Sooner and later waiting time problems as well as Markov dependent trials are discussed in many articles (e.g., [4-8]) .
A model which incorporates many specific models in the above research was proposed by [9] for independent multinomial trials. The Dirichlet methodology was used as a computational tool in [9] , but in general the Dirichlet method is not computationally efficient. The main goal of this paper is to introduce two efficient algorithms which use conditional probability generating functions (pgf's) to solve certain generalizations of the model in [9] to the case of first-order Markov dependent trials.
The first-order Markov dependent  , , of a specific outcome in a sequence of first-order Markov dependent trials. The first  cells are designated as frequency cells and are prescribed integer frequency quotas 1 , , f f   . Each frequency cell tracks the total number of times (frequency count) that its associated outcome has occurred. The cell is said to have reached its quota if its frequency count has reached its prescribed quota value.
The next  cells are run cells and are prescribed integer run quotas 1 , , r r   . Each run cell tracks the number of consecutive times (run count) that its associated outcome has occurred during the current run. A run cell is said to have reached its quota if its run count has reached its prescribed quota value. The last  cells are slack cells that have no prescribed quotas. These cells may be used if some of the outcomes are not of interest for a specific experiment. For certain special cases, such as independent multinomial trials, the  s ck cells may be reduced into one single slack cell. 
Remark 1:
Due to the similarity of Model I and Model II, the algorithm for Model II can be adapted from that of Model I, and thus the details of the algorithm for Model II are omitted in this paper. Numerical results for Model II are presented in Section 4.
Recently, the use of sparse matrix computational methods applied to the pgf method has opened a new phase for the method as a computational tool for solving various problems (e.g., [10] [11] [12] ). In Section 2, we briefly describe the pgf method for solving Model I. In Section 3, we outline the details of our algorithm for Model I. Numerical results for both Model I and Model II are presented in Section 4. Monte Carlo simulation algorithms are also developed for both models to demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithms.
PGF Method for Model I
For the first-order Markov dependent trials of Model I,
be the initial probabilities that the first outcome occurs in the corresponding frequency, run, or slack cell, with
  be the transition probabilities that the next outcome occurs in the corre-  sponding cell, with .
We now describe the states of Model I. ; , , ; , , t k m m n n a a t a t a t
, the coefficient n equals the probability that at least a  frequency quotas and at least  run quotas will be reached in n steps given that the experiment is currently at the state The system of equations for the pgf's of Model I comes from Equations (2) and (3) with the boundary conditions in (4) applied. Equations (2) and (3) are based on the well-known total probability formula and the boundary conditions (4) simply mean that a pgf is constant when at least  frequency quotas and at least  run quotas are satisfied.
Beginning with the initial state we have 
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To develop a similar equation for the other incomplete states, observe that the count in a run cell is if and only if both the cell is incomplete and the current outcome is not in that run cell. Observe also, from our earlier conventions, that no cell can have a count that exceeds its quota. Let 1 1  be any non-initial incomplete state. Bearing in mind our above observations, for
(the -th run cell is complete) and otherwise. We then have 
The boundary conditions which correspond to constant pgf's are defined by
if is a complete state.
be the total number of non-constant pgf's of Model I (or the total number of equations in (2) and (3)). We will see in Section 3.3 how to calculate the value of N by (17). Let be the N-dimensional vector of the N non-constant pgf's arranged in a prescribed order with
0, , 0   as its first entry. Then the system of equations in (2) and (3) with the boundary conditions (4) applied can be written as It is well-known (e.g., Theorem 3.4.1 in [13] ) that
where the left-hand side is the k-th derivative of  
;0, , 0;0, , 0 t
By repeatedly taking derivatives in (5), we have
Since the pgf   ;0, , 0;0, , 0 t
is the first entry of the vector   t  , by (6) and (7), The details of how we generate A and b will be discussed in Section 3.
Since the matrix A is very sparse with each row having no more than      nonzero entries, the calculation of Ab involves no more than
multiplications of real numbers. By the nature of the problem, it can be shown that the spectral radius   A  of the matrix A is less than 1 which ensures the stability of calculating
Generating A and b for Model I
In this section we will discuss how to efficiently generate the matrix A and the vector b in (5). To do this, we will generate and order the initial state   
Generating Frequency States
The efficiency of our algorithm ultimately depends on its ability to identify the element in in (5) 
We now order the base vectors, followed by an ordering of the frequency states associated with each base vector. S in the lexicographic order just described. In the same way, we generate all the frequency states of Model I by repeating this generating process as we proceed through f V sequentially to each base vector in f V . Let FS be the vector of all frequency states arranged in the order in which they were generated.
As an example of our ordering of the frequency states, see the " FS " column of Example 1 in Section 3.2.
Let (9) and (11) are illustrated in the four leftmost columns of Example 1 in Section 3.2.
Generating Run States
All necessary run states of Model I can be generated and ordered similarly to the frequency states. For run states 
base vectors needed to generate the run states of Model I. Let r be the vector containing these base vectors arranged in the same manner as the base vectors in Section 3.1, i.e. they are collected into groups which are arranged in ascending order of their number of 1's, and then lexicographically ordered within their group.
V
To facilitate the description of our ordering of the run states, we make the following definitions: back-tracking techniques are used to generate all run states in in the lexicographic order described above. S In the same way as in Section 3.1, we generate all the run states of Model I by repeating the above generating process as we proceed through r sequentially to each base vector in r V . Let be the vector of all run states arranged in the order in which they are generated. 
Note that for the last run state in ,
, the second sum in the formula above for is zero vacuously. It can be verified that for any run state
is active, where Our ordering for both frequency and run states and the validity of the Equations (9), (11), (12), (14) , and (15) where columns " f V " and " r V " contain the necessary base vectors for the frequency states in column " FS " and the run states in column " " respectively, the values in the columns "L" and "G" are the local positions (within the set of frequency or run states associated with the same base vector) and the global positions in RS FS or of the corresponding frequency states or run states according to the formulas (9), (11) , (12), (14) , and (15). 
RS
as in (1), where the current outcome occurs in the -th cell for some k , 
